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About this Examiner Report to Centres 

This report on the 2018 Summer assessments aims to highlight: 

• areas where students were more successful 

• main areas where students may need additional support and some reflection 

• points of advice for future examinations 

It is intended to be constructive and informative and to promote better understanding of the 
specification content, of the operation of the scheme of assessment and of the application of 
assessment criteria. 

Reports should be read in conjunction with the published question papers and mark schemes for 
the examination. 

The report also includes links and brief information on: 

• A reminder of our post-results services including reviews of results 

• Link to grade boundaries 

• Further support that you can expect from OCR, such as our Active Results service 
and CPD programme 

 
  



 

 

Reviews of results 

If any of your students’ results are not as expected you may wish to consider one of our reviews 
of results services. For full information about the options available visit the OCR website. If 
University places are at stake you may wish to consider priority service 2 reviews of marking 
which have an earlier deadline to ensure your reviews are processed in time for university 
applications: http://www.ocr.org.uk/administration/stage-5-post-results-services/enquiries-about-
results/service-2-priority-service-2-2a-2b/ 

 

Grade boundaries 

Grade boundaries for this, and all other assessments, can be found on Interchange. 

 

Further support from OCR 

 

Active Results offers a unique perspective on results data and greater opportunities to 
understand students’ performance.  

It allows you to: 

• Review reports on the performance of individual candidates, cohorts of students and 
whole centres 

• Analyse results at question and/or topic level 

• Compare your centre with OCR national averages or similar OCR centres. 

• Identify areas of the curriculum where students excel or struggle and help pinpoint 
strengths and weaknesses of students and teaching departments. 

http://www.ocr.org.uk/administration/support-and-tools/active-results/getting-started/ 

 

 
Attend one of our popular CPD courses to hear exam feedback directly from a senior assessors 
or drop in to an online Q&A session. 

https://www.cpdhub.ocr.org.uk 

 

http://ocr.org.uk/administration/stage-5-post-results-services/enquiries-about-results/
http://www.ocr.org.uk/administration/stage-5-post-results-services/enquiries-about-results/service-2-priority-service-2-2a-2b/
http://www.ocr.org.uk/administration/stage-5-post-results-services/enquiries-about-results/service-2-priority-service-2-2a-2b/
https://interchange.ocr.org.uk/AuthenticationComponent/Authenticate.aspx?version=1.0&consumerUrl=https://interchange.ocr.org.uk/SingleSignOn/Authenticate.aspx?t=%7BToken%7D%26a=%7BAuthentication%7D%26ReturnUrl=%252f
http://www.ocr.org.uk/administration/support-and-tools/active-results/getting-started/
https://www.cpdhub.ocr.org.uk/
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H444/01 Unseen Translation 

General Comments: 
 
The standard of translation on this paper was high, with plenty of impressive work and a handful 
of candidates scoring close to full marks.  Examiners were once again pleased to see good 
knowledge of vocabulary, careful application of grammatical knowledge, and enterprising 
conjectures for difficult vocabulary and structures; the quality of teaching and learning on show 
remains very good. 
 
The new format of paper seemed to help rather than hinder candidates, allowing for better focus 
and improved time management, exactly as intended; there were hardly any signs of rushed or 
incomplete work.  Marks generally correlated well between the two questions, and where 
candidates found the second (verse) passage more challenging than the first, they tended 
nevertheless to write English of comparable quality to the first question, which in many cases 
helped limit the damage from incomplete comprehension. 
 
A number of candidates ignored the instructions and did not write their translations on alternate 
lines.  Candidates should be aware that this makes responses harder for examiners to read on-
screen, but also harder to annotate clearly – which stores up problems in the event of a review 
of results. 
 
Many candidates would benefit from learning to recognise some of the standard features of an 
unseen passage.  “Anecdote” passages such as the Xenophon will routinely feature a curtain-
raiser τις (“a certain woman/farmer/soldier”), often with an identifier (“one of the Greeks…”). 
“With the soldiers of Menon camping/fighting/cutting trees” was a very common error (admittedly 
probably resulting from the expectation of a genitive absolute!)  Similarly, direct speech, most 
especially in tragedy, is likely to feature conditionals, imperatives, and declarative phrases such 
as “it is not I who…”; characters use speech to get things done, and the many candidates who 
twisted the syntax of speeches into narrative found themselves deprived of marks. 
 
Very few candidates this year attempted to translate the historic present verbs as such; 
encouragingly though, of those who did, almost all were consistent.  Candidates should be 
aware that inconsistent tense translation will be treated as a minor error (though not repeatedly 
penalised) and that if in any doubt they are better off sticking to a more natural English past 
tense. 
 
The examiners noted that the elimination of the marks for stylish translation did not seem to 
have affected the quality of written English, and it was encouraging to see that the majority of 
candidates wrote continuous English that mostly made some kind of sense, even when 
comprehension of the Greek was very limited.  It was rare for a candidate to score zero for a 
sentence of English that conveyed some meaning, for example, whereas “translationese” can 
easily slip down the scale. 
 
Candidates and teachers should be aware that although the Defined Vocabulary List for 
AS Level is not formally linked with the linear A Level, examiners consider it reasonable to 
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expect that A Level candidates will be familiar with this list.  In both this paper and in the 
Comprehension paper there were instances where the presence of a word or a particular 
translation on the DVL was used to decide whether a particular error counted as major or slight; 
some of these are mentioned below. 
 
Few explanatory brackets were in evidence, but there were some: almost all unnecessary, and 
many counter-productive.  Candidates should be reminded that examiners look first of all for the 
conveyance of meaning, and that a non-literal translation is quite valid as long as the meaning is 
not compromised.  On the rare occasion that a choice English phrase comes to mind that is very 
far removed from the Greek, a more literal version in brackets may be given after the English 
phrase to allay anxiety; but if the English phrase is apt, no explanation will be necessary.  This 
will be very rarely required and almost always in the work of a confident translator.  Above all, 
the habit of offering alternatives must be eliminated: according to the rubric, even if one is 
correct, contradictory responses will gain no credit (“he marched against/to Menon’s troops”, for 
example, was marked as a major error.) 
 
Candidates should not bracket supplied words.  Many did at the start of the prose passage 
eg “Another (soldier) (cast) a stone at him, then another, then many (joined in)”.  This is quite 
unnecessary and often appears to confuse the structure of the candidate’s own English. 
 
On the subject of particles, these were generally well handled and candidates only rarely lost 
marks for inappropriate translation or omission – but the comment on μεν… δε in the MS 
guidance should not be taken to mean that these can always be ignored; the final section of the 
verse passage illustrates why. 
 
 
Comments on Individual Questions: 
 
Question No. 1 
 
Almost all candidates got to grips with the core narrative of this story.  A few might have 
benefitted from a careful read-through of their entire translating before submitting, not least 
where English words were repeated or multiple alternative versions of a phrase were left in. 
 
1i:  This opening proved a good differentiator; a very encouraging number of candidates 

translated this opening fluently.  Examiners were instructed to accept any conjecture for 
ξυλα σχιζων that could reasonably involve an axe.  Many candidates thought they had 
spotted a genitive absolute, which immediately brought their highest possible mark to 4/5 
due to “missed construction”. 

 
1ii:  ἁμαρτανω is glossed as “I miss” in the AS DVL, and this meaning was required for full 

marks in this short section.  ἀλλος και ἀλλος caused many problems, most frequently 
along the lines of “some… others”.  This was the part of this passage that produced the 
greatest instances of non-English, with variations on “but some with a stone, and others, 
then many”. 
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1iii:  Stronger candidates made something interesting of κατα-, but “down” was accepted. 
 στρατευμα was very widely confused for “camp”, and ὁπλα for “soldiers”. 
 
1iv:  αὐτου was successfully handled by about 1 in 3 candidates; most translated “his”.  

γονατα was not widely known, which was understandable; but a significant minority 
thought they saw ἱππους. 

 
1v:  Even some of the strongest candidates showed signs (via crossings-out) of confusion 

between 40, 400 and even 4000 troops. ἐπι was all too frequently translated “towards”, 
but a gratifying majority handled τους Μενωνος successfully. 

 
1vi:  A majority either identified ἐκπεπληχθαι correctly or made a conjecture that worked well.  

Quite a few candidates, however, thought they saw a purpose clause, and “running 
against the weapons” was common. 

 
1vii:  ἐν τουτῳ caused a number of problems; ἐπῃει was frequently translated “was there”, 

and treated as a slight error.  τοις παρουσι των πιστων and the word order in this 
sentence caused many issues. 

 
1viii:  This section was mostly handled well, but there was frequent trouble with οὐκ ἰστε ὁ τι 

ποιειτε, which commonly yielded “do not do what you are doing”. 
 
1ix:  Examiners were pleased to see many resourceful responses to κατακοπησεσθαι, 

interestingly even among candidates who otherwise struggled with this section.  εἰ… τινα 
was often problematic; of those who recognised the εἰ τις construction, quite a few 
ignored the case and began “if any of you”, or “if any others”.  “Think that on this day…” 
came up often and was not accepted; after much discussion and consideration of the 
range of responses seen, examiners resolved to accept only translations that work 
convincingly in English.  ὑστερον was often not recognised, leading to “yourselves no 
less than me”. 

 
1x:  This was a stretching section.  The genitive absolute was usually seen but many 

candidates wrote “with our men behaving badly”.  A majority were successful with 
πολεμιωτεροι, but the genitive of comparison was widely missed (a significant gap in 
awareness that was also seen in the Comprehension paper.)  The most successful 
candidates stayed closest to the word order (or at least phrase order) of the Greek; 
construal such as “all these barbarians which you see as more hostile will be for us” was 
quite common.  Confusion about the very different meanings of παρα with different cases 
was also widespread – “those who are against the king” appeared often, but it was very 
encouraging to see that a majority handled των ὀντων well. 

 

Question No. 2 
 
This passage was taxing, but candidates worked hard to make sense of the difficulties.  
 
2ai:  Generally well managed.  A number of candidates seemed unsure about μειζον, offering 

“better”. 
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2aii:  The principal difficulties were recognising the result construction (as opposed to a 

purpose clause), and identifying that Creon (rather than Athens) was the subject of 
ἀναγκασαι.  A number of candidates translated with both “I am upside down” and “I am 
topsy-turvy”, sometimes with different subjects; it seemed that some translated in the first 
person because that was how the verb was glossed. 

 
2aiii:  Impressively, almost every candidate handled the morphology and syntax of 

᾽πιταξομεθα correctly.  καθισταμαι was more problematic, and examiners noted this 
example of A Level candidates being expected to go beyond the limited meanings given 
in the AS DVL, which seems reasonable in the case of such a flexible and common verb. 

 
2aiv:  Another section generally handled well.  δικαιω was quite frequently not recognised 

(“I am right to bury…” was common) and a substantial group made it very clear that they 
thought that the dead bodies were harming the city (which of course goes contrary both 
to the number of βλαπτων and to the logic of the speaker.) 

 
2av:  Many candidates achieved full marks in this section. 
 
2avi:  Perhaps because of the elision of πεπονθατ᾽, both the root meaning and the syntax 

escaped many candidates; this often had knock-on effects that continued into the next 
section.  “Defend” was commonly offered for ἀμυνω + accusative, or with the dative 
ἐκεινοις.  In these difficult sections, some candidates would do well to make more use of 
the punctuation, which clarified the structure considerably. 

 
2avii:  Quite a number of candidates translated χἠ as χρη, and the imperative of ἐασατ᾽ 

escaped many (see the opening remarks.) 
 
2aviii:  This was the most challenging section, with the infinitive governed by the preceding 

imperative, and the contrast of ὁθεν… ἐνταυθ᾽ (although, at the risk of tedium, again 
examiners noted that both words, and indeed the relevant meanings, feature in the 
AS DVL). 

 
2aix:  Many candidates managed to recover from problems in the preceding sections to gain 

full marks in this section.  Some acknowledgement of μεν… δε was insisted upon, such 
that the rather bare “the spirit to the air, the body to the earth” was given 4/5.  Even “and” 
would suffice to illustrate some of the balance and contrast of the Greek. 

 
2b:  Most candidates scored full marks here; by far the most common error (indeed almost 

the only error seen) was to mark the second syllable of δεσποζοντ᾽ as light rather than 
heavy. 
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H444/02 Prose Composition or Comprehension 

General Comments: 
 
As with the Unseen Translation paper, candidates in the main performed very well; they and 
their teachers should be commended alike for taking the challenges of a new specification in 
their stride. 
 
Very few candidates met with the rubric error of attempting both questions; this was dealt with 
according to the established procedure. 
 
As in the Unseen Translation paper, examiners took note of vocabulary items that appear in the 
Defined Vocabulary List for AS Level, not because the list is directly connected with the linear 
A Level, but because it represents vocabulary that an A Level candidate should reasonably be 
expected to handle confidently. 
 
 
Comments on Individual Questions: 
 
Section A 
 
This was a challenging passage but candidates managed well to maintain their comprehension.  
The strongest candidates were focused on the questions themselves and used these to help find 
their way through the narrative and the argument.  Other candidates needed to be clearer on the 
voice of finite verbs and participles, more accurate on vocabulary, or more familiar with the kinds 
of expression common in the prescribed genre. 
 
Centres should bear in mind the difference between comprehension (as tested in this paper) and 
translation, and study the published mark scheme to understand exactly how marks were 
credited in this section.  Especially in 2(a) and 2(b), a number of candidates in each case 
translated the entire section of Greek referred to in the question – or only part of it – regardless 
of whether the English that they wrote made an answer to that question. 
 
1(a) Many candidates received full marks here. “Everyone saw that” was a common slip. As 

only two marks were available, the second mark required both “necessary” and “take 
risks”/“be in danger”. 

 
1(b) The genitive της πρωτης ταξεως was very frequently taken as a genitive absolute with 

τεταγμενος, and few candidates achieved full marks (although most managed 2).  The 
genitive after τεταγμενος was considered transparent enough for examiners to expect a 
correct construal, and indeed this was a good differentiator of the stronger candidates. 

 
2(a) A number of candidates mistook χωριων to come from χωρα, or indeed missed the plural 

and lost the first mark (both words appear on the AS Level DVL); and a number of 
candidates were unable to render accurately the prefix of παριεναι.  This proved another 
good differentiator. 
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2(b) Most candidates did well here, but a number missed the relatively straightforward relative 

construction. 
 
2(c)  Most candidates managed at least 3/5, with the main problems seeming to be the 

construction with neuter δεινον and ἐφ.  ὀλιγῳ προτερον also caused disproportionate 
problems. 

 
3(a) The challenge here was to understand that the speaker is talking about one and the 

same group of people in the two clauses; based on this and other instances it appears 
that μεν and δε are being ignored by some candidates (or being seen as somehow 
equivalent to τε… και).  ἀξιουσι was taken as a form of ἀξιος by a sizeable group. 

 
3(b) This was generally answered well. 
 
4(i) This was widely tackled well.  As in the Unseen Translation paper, candidates benefitted 

from staying close to the word order of the Greek, not least because of the challenge of 
the two negatives (quite a few candidates translated the whole section correctly – other 
than omitting the second of these.)  Not recognising the correct sense of ἡγουμενος 
(both are given on the AS DVL) led to significant problems for some. 

 
4(ii) As in the Unseen Translation paper, a reliance on the first meaning given on the AS DVL 

for καθισταμαι turned out to be unhelpful (although on this occasion, “appointed into 
danger” was allowed.)  Translating βελτιων… ἁπαντων των δικαιων as “better than all 
the just people”, a possible construal if τυγχανοιμι and νομιζομενος are taken together, 
was permitted even though the sense is not an ideal match for the passage. 

 
5(a–d)  These were mostly answered correctly; (c) was the most problematic with at least a third 

of candidates identifying καθαιρεω or another near miss. 
 
6(a–c) Most candidates did well here.  As the MS makes clear (and in agreement with the MS 

for the SAM), no marks were credited for simply naming the case of each word. 
Examiners noted that each of the cases could have been correctly named by a 
competent GCSE candidate without reference to the passage.  In (a), “genitive of 
separation”/“I retreated from Thrasybulus” was offered by a few, but was not accepted.  
In (c) examiners noted that τυγχανω + genitive appears on the AS DVL; “Genitive of 
comparison” was accepted if this corresponded with the translation given in 4(ii). 

 
7.  Most candidates made a good effort to “explain the grammar” of each instance and it was 

encouraging to see that the majority, even if not correct, were systematic. After looking at 
a range of responses and the SAM, the examiners decided (as indicated on the MS) that 
certain key points (“participle”, “accusative”, “direct object”) were the necessity.  Incorrect 
tense, for example, was not generally viewed as a “harmful addition”.  This does not 
mean that candidates should omit relevant information in future years, however; a verb 
might be optative because of historic sequence, in which case tense might be very 
relevant.  ἀξιουσι was very widely misconstrued as a present indicative, third person 
plural. 
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7(a)  Most scored full marks here.  A substantial minority thought δυνασθαι was either 

middle/passive and/or aorist (although incorrect tense was not penalised). 
 
7(b)  Most could recognise that this was a participle in the accusative case; few understood 

fully that the participle was the subject of the infinitive. “Indirect Statement” was accepted 
as an explanation. 

 
7(c)  This was by far the most taxing grammar question; many candidates (perhaps 

understandably) thought that the verb was indicative and not a participle. This often 
therefore excluded a correct third mark and so a number of candidates scored no marks 
here. 

 
 
Section B 
 
It is a credit to candidates and their teachers that the standard of prose composition in Greek is 
high.  The challenges are considerable and examiners bear in mind that candidates must 
produce everything, even the simplest vocabulary, “from thin air”.  But most candidates 
produced continuous Greek with a good command of morphology (including plausible guesses 
or transparent errors where knowledge was imperfect) and with often stylish syntax, particles or 
word order, which indicates that they are bringing their study of Greek texts to bear on this task.  
 
Where certain specific allowances were made, as detailed in bold type in the MS, these should 
not be taken as permanent allowances for the specification.  In particular, depending on the 
nature of the passage, future examining panels may choose not to accept ὁτι + indicative after 
νομιζω, etc. 
 
8(i)  Most candidates scored full marks here. “Not long after” yielded a wide range of solutions 

– although interestingly, δι’ ὀλιγου was vanishingly rare. 
 
8(ii)  This was a difficult section but was well handled by most, with more than half of the 

candidates receiving 5/5.  The future infinitive was successfully chosen and formed by 
almost everyone.  There were many valid approaches to the conditional, not all of which 
are listed on the MS. 

 
8(iii)  Again, generally well done, with the genitive sandwich gaining a style point for almost 

everyone.  A very common error was to follow ἐπεισε with a dative, following Latin. 
 
8(iv)  Many candidates gained a style point for using participles in this section, either for “that 

the commanders were weak” or “after he learned” – although the candidates who 
remembered to put the latter into the dative after ἐδοξε fared better. 

 
8(v)  “Many provisions” prompted several sensible alternatives, but the (ideal) ἐπιτηδειοις was 

the most widely offered.  Examiners noted the potential for the “dative of military 
accompaniment” that rendered συν or ἐχων (+ style mark) possibly unnecessary – 
notwithstanding the suspicion that candidates might be confused with Latin. 
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8(vi)  Again, generally well rendered, although with a substantial minority unsure about the 

syntax of εἰσβαλλω. 
  
8(vii)  This indirect statement was well handled by most, although “should not be removed” led 

to a lot of very compressed periphrasis (eg “he said that [they] should stay”, which was 
not given full marks as so much meaning was lost in the work-around). 

 
8(viii)  This section was the most taxing in terms of marks credited.  Examiners noted that 

κατηγορεω (+ gen) appears on the AS DVL, and as in 8(iv) the use of a future participle 
for “in order to help the Spartans” brought a bonus mark. 

 
8(ix)  Most candidates scored full marks here, although the morphology of ἐπεμφθησαν was 

challenging to many. 
 
8(x)  A strong majority of candidates scored all 5 marks available for style, with many offering 

ten or more identifiable improvements on a literal version.  It was good to see that very 
few candidates overdid the particles or otherwise introduced unnecessary complexity.  
Interestingly τε… και, which is a relatively easy feature to incorporate to good effect and 
usually appropriate in almost any passage (here, for example, in 8(viii)), was very rarely 
seen.  
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H444/03 Prose Literature 

General Comments 
 
The introduction of the new-style paper seems to have gone well, with the majority of candidates 
seemingly at ease with the different question types, and able to produce good responses to the 
questions set.  There was no evidence for candidates running out of time, or misjudging the 
lengths of their answers.  Candidates were also able to draw effectively on their knowledge, and 
make intelligent responses to all the questions in both halves of the paper.  Two general points, 
however, stand out: in both the 15 mark questions and, more notably, in the essays, too many 
candidates drifted away from the point of the question, and just launched into ‘everything I know 
about…’.  To gain marks in the highest level, it is essential that they focus on what the question 
is asking, and keep the points relevant to this.  The other general point relates to the quoting of 
Greek – far too many candidates did this poorly, with breathings in particular missed out.  
Candidates should not underestimate the importance of knowing their set text thoroughly, as 
they can secure a good number of marks in the short answer questions, many of which come 
through such thorough knowledge. 
 
 
Question Specific Points 
 
1 There were excellent answers to all the questions in this section.  The shorter questions 

were all well answered.  In the final commentary question, candidates needed to keep 
their eye on the issue of Athenian democracy, and show some knowledge of this to score 
highly.  There was a tendency in some answers to identify and label (often accurately) 
literary devices without clearly explaining their impact. 

 
2 The translation and other elements were well known, although candidates sometimes 

stumbled in explaining the dilemma in (c).  The analyses of the passage in (e) were well 
executed, with most candidates showing a thorough knowledge of Socrates’ words.  
Points on style were sometimes lacking, although there were some excellent points on 
intertextuality and a possible comparison between Socrates and Hercules. 

 
3 These questions were likewise well answered, although some candidates seemed 

confused about the translation passage.  In question (b), it was essential that candidates 
gave all the relevant points – some stopped short.  Candidates would be well advised to 
check the number of marks available for a question such as this.  The analyses of the 
passage in (e) were executed well, with some excellent descriptions of the use of both 
sight and hearing by Thucydides. 

 
4 There were strong answers to all the questions in this section. The shorter questions 

were all answered well, particularly (c) which required knowledge outside the extract 
given.  The analyses provided for (d) were generally good with candidates able to 
comment on content and style and show an understanding of Socrates’ points.  
Translations were usually excellent, although there was occasional lack of precision in 
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Q (c).  Answers to Q (d) generally showed good grasp of the powerful case made by 
Socrates but could have made more of the impact of imagery in the passage. 

 
5 The answers to this section were well done, although it was not that popular.  
 
6 This title led to a variety of approaches, many of which were excellent.  Candidates did, 

however, need to be careful to focus on the question at hand – too many decided to 
answer a slightly different question about Thucydides’ historiography, rather than focus 
on the nature of his narrative.  Although the two are clearly related, the focus here was 
on narrative.  There were also a number of candidates whose knowledge seemed to be 
entirely related to the passages on the paper.  

 
7 This led to some excellent answers, in which candidates demonstrated a range of 

knowledge beyond the text prescribed in Greek.  The most successful responses dealt 
well with both aspects of the question: making a serious defence and having other aims.  

 
8 Some very good answers on this question, addressing both aspects of it: defending 

Socrates and writing a practical textbook on ethics.  Candidates were able to comment 
well on historical context.  In places, there was a difficulty in explaining why the 
Memorabilia might be judged a “textbook on ethics”. 
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H444/04 Verse Literature 

General Comments: 
 
Although this paper is in some sense the successor to legacy F373, ‘Classical Greek Verse’, one 
very important distinction is the shunting of the unprepared verse translation element, which 
used to be worth 50% of the total mark, into the new paper H444/01.  Given the excellent work 
done in the past by candidates on the set text portion of F373 (Section B), examiners were 
hoping that the overall level of performance on this paper would therefore be extremely high, 
and they were not disappointed. 
 
Candidates produced good responses to all the different types of question that were set, and 
there was no evidence that any ran out of time, although a number did write lengthier and more 
comprehensive answers than had been expected for the small-tariff questions, over-earning the 
number of marks available.  It is also possible that, for the 15-mark questions, some candidates 
had the old 25-mark commentary questions from F373 in mind, as there was occasionally some 
drifting away from the specific question being asked about the given passage: some of the 
candidates were obviously just writing whatever they knew or could think to say about the 
passage, and others were a little too hung up on making clever stylistic points, which 
unfortunately often came over as rather forced or tenuous, and some of those candidates also 
did not demonstrate that they fully understood the meaning of the excerpts about which they 
were making such points.  Candidates would be advised to remember in the future that the 
content of the passage is at least as important as the style.  There were also occasional vague 
responses relying on the citation of single words in isolation, although the old formula ‘The 
author uses words like…’ has now been replaced by ‘The author uses words in the 
semantic/lexical field of…’; eg, ‘The theme of the city is continued by a lexical field of the state, 
taking in “ἀστοῖς” (for the townsmen), “χθονὸς” (of the country) and another “πόλιν” (city)’. 
 
The 20-mark essay questions were handled well, although occasionally it was evident that a 
candidate was regurgitating a previously-written essay on the text which was not an exact match 
for the question being asked on the paper: for example, there were some Antigone essays which 
merely discussed the rights and wrongs of Antigone’s and Creon’s positions without considering 
whether they were ‘extremists’ or not, either not mentioning the word at all, or merely paying lip 
service to it in the introduction and conclusion of their essay.  There was also, as always, a 
substantial number of scripts where the candidates’ handwriting was extremely difficult to 
decipher.  While candidates should, perhaps, be reassured that the examiners go to great 
lengths to decipher accurately what they are attempting to say, they should also bear in mind 
that the fluidity with which their ideas come across is bound to be compromised if the 
handwriting is difficult to read. 
 
On the whole, however, the standard of performance on this paper was excellent. 
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Comments on Individual Questions: 
 
1 Most candidates achieved 4 or 5 marks on (a).  A number got the subject-object 

relationship wrong in με πένθος ἔχοντα, the key being that πένθος is neuter and would 
require a neuter participle, but the examiners generously classed this as a minor error.  
There were some very lengthy answers to (b), and few did not achieve 4 here.  The same 
may be said of (c).  For (d), candidates thought up a number of different answers to the 
question, some of them most ingenious.  As with the other 15-mark questions, candidates 
were rewarded for their coverage of the passage, the relevance of their points, the 
understanding of the passage that they demonstrated, and the precision of their 
translations and comments. 

 
2 A lot of candidates scored 4 on (a), usually because they missed the relative pronoun in 

οὐ γάρ ποτ᾽ οὔτ᾽ ἄν εἰ τέκν' ὧν μήτηρ ἔφυν, with the result that, rather than translating 
‘neither if children [N.B. plural] of whom I was the mother nor if a husband to me, having 
died, were rotting away, would I have ever…’, they wrote, more vaguely, ‘if I had children 
[or ‘a child’], or a husband who, having died, was rotting away, I would never…’ vel sim. 
Nevertheless, most of those candidates went on to achieve full marks on the subsequent 
question, (b), in which Antigone explains the remark she made in (a).  Most had plenty to 
say in response to (c), although there were a few who went on proudly about rhetorical 
questions and privative alphas without relating these things to what Antigone was actually 
saying.  Question (d) was usually well done, though Antigone’s point here was 
misunderstood by some. 

 
3 Both (a) and (b) received very full answers which more than earned the marks available.  

For example, candidates did not merely state that the Cyclops’ drunken sleep would 
facilitate Odysseus’ blinding of him: many talked of how his position on his back would 
enable Odysseus and his men to reach his eye, how the fact that his neck was aslant 
meant that he would not die choking on his own vomit and therefore Odysseus would not 
be trapped in the cave by the huge stone, and, even more ingeniously, how Polyphemus’ 
vomiting up of human flesh provided Odysseus and his men with the necessary motivation 
to go through with the deed.  And for (b), candidates showed a very thorough knowledge 
of the text outside the passage with the details they gave of how Odysseus ‘weaponised’ 
the Cyclops’ staff.  The translation question (c) was well done, though occasionally a 
candidate, misled by word order and ignoring grammar, would make μέγα agree with 
δαίμων rather than θάρσος. Candidates gave very detailed responses to (d), giving full 
value to the similes (which were described as very ‘relatable’ for Odysseus’ and Homer’s 
audiences) and to Homer’s catering for visual, aural and tactile senses in the passage.  As 
in the past, though, there was a number of candidates who thought that θερμὸν in line 18 
went with the blood rather the stake.  Occasionally candidates got so excited that they 
added extra details, eg (inspired by the first simile) ‘bits of the Cyclops’ eye spatter around 
the cave like so many wood shavings’. 

 
4 Most scored highly on (a), (b) and (c), even though some of the phrases in (b) are quite 

hard to render in good English.  There were occasional misunderstandings of some of 
Creon’s points in (d), but on the whole this question too was done well. 

 

http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/morph?l=me%2Fga&la=greek&can=me%2Fga0&prior=e)ne/pneusen
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/morph?l=dai%2Fmwn&la=greek&can=dai%2Fmwn0&prior=me/ga
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/morph?l=qa%2Frsos&la=greek&can=qa%2Frsos0&prior=au)ta%5Cr
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/morph?l=qermo%5Cn&la=greek&can=qermo%5Cn0&prior=peri/rree
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5 The candidates who chose Aristophanes generally gave very good value in their answers, 
although in some cases performance on the 15-mark question (c) was compromised 
slightly by a failure at the outset to explain clearly or fully the central joke of the passage, 
that treaties and libations were being conflated so that the political implications of the 
various kinds of treaty were being described in the language of wine-tasting. 

 
6 Candidates gave very detailed answers showing a full knowledge of the contents of 

Odyssey IX and X, including the shorter episodes.  Very occasionally a candidate would 
lose marks for basing his/her answer solely on the Polyphemus episode from IX. 

 
7 There were some very detailed and full discussions of the rights and wrongs of Antigone’s 

and Creon’s positions, and the best answers also discussed effectively the slightly different 
issue of whether or not they were extremists (eg, ‘Antigone is not wrong, but she is an 
extremist, because…’). 

 
8 There were some good Aristophanes essay answers, although the occasional one would 

revert to a traditional ‘types of humour in Aristophanes’ essay and ignore the question of 
how genuinely anti-war the play is, and there were one or two others which lacked any 
detailed citation of the text. 
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